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1. Introduction. The main purpose of this paper is to prove the

following theorem: If two invertible measure preserving transforma-

tions commute, and the first admits an approximation by partitions,

then the second is the limit of sums, composed of at most two terms,

of positive and negative powers of the first.

The main theorem of the paper is a generalization of a result given

in [l] where it is indicated that the result there can be applied to

yield a simplification of the construction given in [2] of a transforma-

tion having continuous spectrum and no roots.

As an application, we show that the main result yields a way of

constructing a transformation which is strongly mixing, and which

therefore has continuous spectrum, and which commutes only with

its powers (having, therefore, no roots). The striking result that such

transformations exist was first obtained by Ornstein in [3].

2. Definitions and preliminaries. Let (X, *5, p.) be a normalized

nonatomic Lebesgue space (i.e., a space isomorphic to the unit inter-

val). As usual, all sets that are referred to are understood to be in SF,

even if this is not explicitly stated.

Definition 2.1. A collection £ of sets having union X^EX will

be called a partition if the sets are in SF and are pairwise disjoint.

JF(£) will denote the a-field of subsets of X( generated by £. If

!■= {A0, Au A2, • • • } is a (finite or) countable partition, then any

set A Gff(£) can be written as A = E*" 0 a^i where a{, * = 0, 1, • • • ,

is equal to zero or one, with the convention that IB =B, OB = 0 for

any set B.

Definition 2.2. If £ is a countable partition and A £57, then among

the sets in ff(£) there is at least one whose symmetric difference with

A has minimal measure. We denote by A(^) any one of these sets.

Definition 2.3. If F, FnE5, we write lim*-.* Fn = F provided that

limn-.oo n(FAFn)=0. If £„ is a sequence of countable partitions, we

write £„—>e if for any AE5, Hm„, A(%n) —A.

Definition 2.4. Given an invertible and measure preserving trans-

formation t of X,  we say that a partition £ is r-admissible if

£= {A0, Au • • ■ , Aq] is finite and r^4,-_i = J4,-, l^i^q. The trans-
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formation t is said to have an approximation by partitions if there is

a sequence £„ = \Ai(n):i = 0, 1, • • • , q(n)} of r-admissible partitions

such that £„—»e. If, in addition, lim„_M ju(t4,(„)(«)A40(w))/p.(Aa(n))

= 0, then we say that r has a strong approximation by partitions.

3. Main result. In what follows, r and a are two commuting inver-

tible measure preserving transformations of X. For 4, BES, we write

4 =B+E(e) provided that pt(AAB) ̂ e.

Lemma 3.1. Let £= {40, Au ■ ■ • , Aq\ be r-admissible, A, BES(£)

and a A =B+E(e). Then there are two disjoint sets F and G and two

nonnegative integers j, k, such that crA =T'(Ar\F)+T~k(Ar\G)+E(2e),

j + k^q + 1 and p.(F)^k/q+l, p(G)^j/q + l.

Proof. Let C,- = 40fW*4o, —q^i^q- If xECiC\Cj, then there
exist two points y, z£E40 such that x=oriy=crTiz, which implies that

T»'-;-y = 2. Hence either i=j or \i—j\ ^3 + 1. Therefore any q + 1 con-

secutive C/s are pairwise disjoint.

Now, if we let R = X— A{, then for any /, 0^/gg,

oA, = YtAkr\oAl + Rr\<rAl= £ r*CH + R C\ oAh
k—0 k-0

Hence, by writing

4 = £ ai4j,        5 = £ bkAk = £ rkbkAo,
1=0 k-0 k-0

we obtain

a A = J2 r* £ aiC^k + R C\oA = £ T*bkAo + E(i),
k-0 i=0 fc—0

or

£ t* £ aA-* = £ r%40 + £(e).

Since for a fixed k, the sets Cj_*, O^/gg', are pairwise disjoint, this

means that

£ I      £ oi^J-t — bk dp < e,
*=-o «J Ad I J=o

where SP, is the characteristic function of C,-.

Therefore, there exists a point x0£4o such that
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E   E a,fi!i-k(xo) - bk n(A0) < e,
fc-0     1^0

which means that D = B+E(e) where

D = E E«i$wW4
t-o 1=0

Hence we have that o-^4 = D+E(2e).

To see that this implies the lemma, we rearrange the double sum-

mation for D as follows:

q q—j q q

D = <Zo(xo)A + E *-,(*o)r>' zZaiAi+zZ ^W'"1 E <*i4i,
;-l 1-0 i-1 !-*

where there are at most two nonzero terms. If there are less than two

nonzero terms, we may define F=0 or G = 0 or F = G = 0 and see

that all the conclusions of the lemma are satisfied. If there are exactly

two nonzero terms, then

q—j q
D =t'iZ aiAi + t-* E iiAh

i-0 i-lfc

where/, ft^l and/+ft ^5 4-1 since C-j(~\Cky±0 impliesj+ft^9 +1

because any q+1 consecutive C,'s are pairwise disjoint. In this case

we let F— Ef-o Ai, G= E?-* ^J> and we have

0 - / + 1 ft
/*(F)gT     J        rtXd^——,

q+1 q+i

and similarly p.(G) ̂ j/q + 1.

We may now state and prove

Theorem 3.1. If t has an approximation by partitions and a com-

mutes with r, then there are two sequences Xn, Xn of sets and two sequences

of nonnegative integers jn, jl, n = l, 2, • • • , such that XnC\Xn = 0

and such that:

(i) if AE'S, then

o-a = lim {t*(a n xl) + t-&(a r\xl)},

and

(ii) either a=Tk for some integer ft, or limB-.»/i = Iimn^00 /„= ».

PROOF.Let£„= {Ao(n),Ai(n), • • • , At(n)(n)}, £„—*e, bea sequence

of r-admissible partitions. Note that lim,,.,,,, q(n) = °°. Choose a se-
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quence e„>0 such that enq(n)—>0 as «—■><». For any integer

n=l, 2, • • • , we can find another integer m(n) with the following

properties:

(a) there exist Bn, DnES(l;m(.n)) such that A0(n) =Bn+E(en),

aA0(n) =Dn+E(en), and

(b) q(n)£enq(m(n)).

We then have that crB„ = Dn+E(2e„). Now choose jn and /* and F„,

Gn according to Lemma 3.1, with respect to the partition £„,(„> and

the set BnES(£min)). Hence, aB„ = T^(Bnr\Fn) +T->»CB„nG„) + £(4e„),

and therefore

cr4o(«) = t''"(4„(w) H Fn) + T-£(A0(n) f\ Gn) + E(7en).

If we now let X\= £|!?0T*(4o(«)nFB) and X2n= ££_V(4o(«)nG„),

we have that, for any 4 ES(£n),

o-A = r*(A H xl) + r->*(A r\ Xn) + E(1(q(n) + IK),

and it is clear that this implies (i).

To prove (ii), note that, for example

p(Xn) g (q(n) + l)p(Gn) g (q(n) + l/q(n(m)) + l)jn,

which means that lim inf„_M p(Xl) glim inin-,x(^njl). Therefore if j„

has a bounded subsequence, considering a subsequence if necessary,

one may assume that X„ = 0 and j„ = k for all n.

As an application of this theorem, we give the following result.

Theorem 3.2. If a mixing transformation r has an approximation

by partitions, then it can only commute with its powers.

Before the proof, we note that the nontrivial fact that there are

mixing transformations that have an approximation by partitions

follows from the results given in [3]. Hence Theorem 3.2 is not vacu-

ously true.

Proof. Using the notation of Theorem 3.1, we have o-AQt'oA

+t~'*A +En for all w^ 1 where p(En)—*0. Hence

o-A C [t&A + t~''A + En} n {t^A + T-&A + Em\,

or

o-A C t'»A n rJ'™4 + t>»A n t~'™A + t-'*AC\ t'"A

+ t-j"A r\ t-^A + Emn
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where n(Emn)—>0 as m, n—»a>. Now, if <r is not a power of t, then

ji./n-*00 as m—»=o. Hence, letting first »—»°o then m—>°o, we see,

from the mixing property,

U.(crA) = n(A) £ 4[n(A)]2       for all A E $,

which is a contradiction.

Lemma 3.2. 7/, in addition to the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1, A0=rAq

+£(5), then there exists an integer j, —q^j^q and a set A'QA such

that oA =T'A'+E(2e+2(q + l)5).

Proof. We already have that a A =D+E(2e). If D = 0 or D
contains only one nonzero term, the lemma follows. Also, if

D =Ti^JQiZiaiAi+T'~k E?-* ffli^4iwhere/ + ft = g + l,wemay writeT~*^4j

= t>t-'-1Ai = t>Ai+E(o), which means that D=T'A+E((q + l)o),

and again the lemma follows. Therefore, the only case which need be

considered is the case for which ^_;-(x0) +^k(xo) = 2 for some j, ft ̂  1

with/+ft>2 + l.

We will now give an upper bound for the measure of the set

5 = {*| 3/, ft, 1 ^ j, ft £ q, l + q<j + ft, ¥_,(*) + ¥*(*) = 2}.

By the definition of 5,

S=i    E   C-jC\Ck=i,    E    Atr\r-t<rAtr\i**Aa
j=2 k=q-j+2 ,_2 k=.q-j+1

= £r-'(a,r\c(Aor\  IZ t"+'Ao)\

= Er-'l^n^^onErM^l

which  means that pi(S) ̂ /i(^0n zZl=i T1+tAq).  Hence m^o^t^,)

>/i(/lo)—8 implies that ju(5) <S.

Now going back to

E   E ai^i-t -*t  dp. < e,
Aa t-0     1=0

we see that there exists a point XoEAo — S such that

1 Q

E   E "fcW - ^ I /*Uo)  < e + (q + 1)3,
t-o   t=o

since the integrand is bounded by q+1. This completes the proof.
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The next theorem is proved in [l ], but we include a simpler proof for

the sake of completeness.

Theorem 3.3. If r has a strong approximation by partitions and a

commutes with o~, then there is a sequence of nonnegalive integers j„,

n = 1, 2, • • • , such that if A ES then

<t(A) = lim t''"(4).

Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 3.1 with

Lemma 3.2 replacing Lemma 3.1.
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